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Abstract

Several computer vision problems lead to linear systems affected by noise. These are commonly solved
by least-squares estimators, the most popular being ordinary least squares (LS), total least squares
(TLS) and generalized total least squares (GTLS). However, the statistical or structural assumptions
of these theoretical estimators are very often violated in practice. Given that their computational cost
is very different, what should one choose, and in which conditions? We give empirical guidelines, in the
absence of a general theoretical answer, observing the behaviour of errors of LS, TLS and GTLS with
a representative computer vision problem (homography estimation) in varying noise conditions (noise
distribution, intensity, correlation level, added to image co-ordinates or to system matrix). We find
that the much more expensive GTLS brings significant advantages with high intensity, highly correlated
noise in the system matrix; in other conditions, the three estimators give comparable errors.
Least squares, Total least squares, Generalized total least squares,
2-D Homography, Correlated noise.
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Introduction

Estimation problems are ubiquitous in computer vision (CV), and considerable effort has been directed towards
devising well-behaved estimation algorithms for a variety of problems of practical interest. Ordinary least-squares
(LS) [GvL96, Str88], is possibly the most used class of estimators. However, in several practical situations, the
standard system Ax=b violates LS statistical assumptions (e.g., both A and b very often contain noise), or
structural assumptions (e.g., the noise may corrupt only a subset of entries of A, the rest being constant). Empirical
(simulated) error analyses exist on the effects of noise and outliers [CC91, MM98], but not, to our knowledge, on
the effects of noise with varying correlation or violation of the structural hypotheses.
Awareness of the limits of ordinary LS has prompted interest for more general techniques. The ones featuring most frequently in the CV literature are total least squares (TLS) [dG96, GvL96] and generalized total least
squares (GTLS) [vHV89], although other variations exist [CGGS98, DC96, GL97, GvL96, MM98, PS02, KMvH02,
KMvH04]. These algorithms cover more general situations than ordinary LS by relaxing structural and statistical
assumptions. GTLS, in particular, cover a rather general case: constant and noisy columns in [A; b] and correlated
noise. Van Huffel and Vandewalle [vHV89] introduced the GTLS algorithm used in our analysis, and a study of
its theoretical properties.
As CV practitioners, we are interested to predict the behaviour of errors, i.e., the quality of estimates; unfortunately,
the assumptions made by theoretical results do not always apply in practice. For instance, the structure of the
system matrix, A, does not meet the GTLS assumptions in several, common CV problems (Section 3). We address
therefore two questions of practical interest.
1. If the noise is correlated, what levels of correlation and intensity justify dropping LS in favour of GTLS, a
much more expensive algorithm in terms of complexity?
2. Since the theory of the three estimators consider additive noise on entries of the system matrix, how do
errors change adding noise with given statistical properties to the system matrix as opposed to the image
co-ordinates?

We address these questions by comparing experimental LS, TLS and GTLS errors in the presence of varying
correlated, additive, normally and uniformly distributed noise affecting either the system matrix or the image
co-ordinates, as well as violations of the assumptions on the system structure. We do not consider outliers in this
exercise.
The testbed CV problem chosen is homography estimation from image correspondences, leading to a linear system
with properties similar to those of systems arising in several other CV problems, e.g., calibration [HZ02], motion
estimation [CC91, MM98, MM01, KMvH02], and view interpolation [KBG99].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses briefly some relevant, related work. Section 3 is a
succinct reminder of the three least squares techniques under scrutiny, their assumptions and algorithms. Section
4 introduces the reference problem of our analysis (estimation of the homography between two views from point
correspondences). Section 5 describes our experimental protocols and presents our findings. Section 6 is a concise
discussion of our results.
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Related computer vision work

CV researchers have been aware of TLS and, to a lesser extent, GTLS, for quite some time. Weber and Malik
[WM94] report an application of TLS in the context of multi-scale optic flow; Chaudhuri and Chatterjee [CC91]
analyse the performance of TLS for motion problems (see below). More recently, Kennedy et al. [KBG99] adopt
TLS for view synthesis by linear combination of views; they observe that GTLS should actually be used as TLS
structural assumptions are not fully met in all cases, but do not report GTLS results.
Relatively few CV authors have compared the performance of different least squares estimators in typical vision
problems. Chaudhuri and Chatterjee [CC91] study LS and TLS errors with linear, 3-D motion estimation from
point correspondences. They plot the error in the Frobenius norm of the rotation matrix, as well as on individual
entries. The analysis include sensor noise and outliers (possible mismatches in the correspondence set). The
authors derive the Cramer-Rao lower bound of the error covariance matrix under the assumption of uncorrelated,
additive Gaussian noise, concluding that the bound for TLS is always higher than that for LS. We take this as
suggesting that the TLS estimate is more realistic, rather than being an indication of superior performance for
LS. The possible effects of correlated noise and structural hypothesis violation, or the application of GTLS are not
considered.
A recent, comprehensive treatment of least-squares methods in CV is given by Mühlich and Mester [MM98, MM99,
MM01]. In [MM98], they analyse the statistical properties of four variations of the 8-point algorithm for estimating
the essential matrix: plain TLS with no data normalisation, two data transformations suggested by Hartley [Har97],
and a statistically optimal transformation they derive in [MM99]. The latter includes a GTLS-like procedure to
take care of noise-free columns. Simulations are reported with 10 levels of additive, uniform noise on co-ordinates
of corresponding points for the case of translation only. Correlation is not considered. More recently, the statistical
optimisation is put in the general framework of subspace methods and equilibration [MM01, MM99], deemed to lead
to better estimates with non-recursive methods and theoretically sound data transformations. Importantly, the
authors observe that subspace methods can withstand substantial amounts of identically distributed, independent
noise, but violating this assumption (e.g., correlated noise) may lead to serious errors [MM99]. No systematic
analysis of this point is reported.
Leedan [Lee97] studies the estimation of parameters of quadratic problems in computer vision. Various linear and
non-linear estimators including GTLS are compared under varying amounts of zero-mean normal noise on image
co-ordinates only. In one experiment, pixel correlation is introduced by magnifying an image (pixel replication).
Another motivation for our analysis is that, in practice, additive noise is normally assumed on image co-ordinates,
but least-squares theory considers additive noise on the entries of the system matrix. Such entries are functions of
the co-ordinates, so that the noise affecting matrix entries is statistically different from the noise affecting image
co-ordinates. For example, assuming independent, identically distributed (iid) noise on co-ordinates does not
guarantee iid noise on the system matrix, as requested by the estimators considered. This is rightly pointed out
by Kukush et al. [KMvH02] who report algorithms for consistent estimation that take this situation into account.
A simple example is provided by matrix entries formed by multiplying co-ordinates affected by additive Gaussian
noise. The pdf of the product of two independent, normal variables is not normal, but an analytically complex
distribution [Spr79] illustrated in Figure 1. We look at the consequences of this problem for the case of LS and
TLS by obtaining estimation errors in two situations; one, when noise of varying conditions is added to elements
of the noise-free (reference) system matrix; second, when noise of similar conditions is added to the normalized
(mentioned later) image co-ordinates.
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Figure 1: Experimental pdf (histogram), normalised to unit area, of the product of two independently derived, standardised
Gaussian deviates (10 million samples).
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Brief review of LS, TLS, GTLS

This section summarises the three algorithms considered and their assumptions, referring the reader to detailed
treatments wherever appropriate. Our account follows mainly [MM98, vHV89].

3.1

Ordinary least squares

Consider the problem of estimating x ∈ Rn in the standard overdetermined linear system
Ax = b,

(1)

where A ∈ Rm×n is the data matrix and b ∈ Rm the observation vector, and m ≥ n.
Ordinary LS assume additive noise affecting only b. A is assumed noise-free (constant). Such assumptions are often
violated in practice. If, in addition, the noise is also Gaussian, the solution is the maximum likelihood estimate,
i.e., optimal in the ML sense [MM99, MMRK91]. It is well-known that the LS solution of Equation (1) is
x̂ℓ = (AT A)−1 AT b.

(2)

More generally (e.g., if the data matrix does not have maximum rank), the solution can be computed by singular
value decomposition (SVD) [GvL96, Str88]. If A = F ΣGT is the SVD of A, where Σ is the matrix of the singular
values (in decreasing order), and F and G are unitary matrices, then
x̂ℓ = A+ b,

(3)

where A+ = GΣ+ F T is the pseudoinverse of A, and Σ+ is the diagonal matrix of the reciprocals of the singular
values.

3.2

Total least squares

In practice, A is nearly invariably a function of image measurements; the assumption of an error-free data matrix
is hardly ever satisfied. Total least squares (TLS) [GvL96, CC91, MM98, dG96, KBG99, WM94] assume noise in
both A and b. Additive noise must affect all entries of [A; b], and be independent, zero-mean and equilibrated,
i.e., all additive-noise variables have equal variance (but if not, well-known data transformations can be applied
to meet this requirement). In these assumptions, the TLS estimate below is, under mild conditions [vHV89], a
strongly consistent estimate of the true value:
x̂t = (AT A − φts I)−1 AT b,

(4)

where I ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix, and φts is the smallest singular value of the measurement matrix [A; −b],
such that


x
[A; −b]
= 0.
(5)
1
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The LS solution, Equation (2), is found as a special case of equation (4) when φts = 0.

3.3

Generalized total least squares

The Generalized total least squares (GTLS) [vHV89] relax further the LS assumptions by allowing some error-free
(constant) columns in A, and correlated noise in the remaining columns of A as well as in b. The problem and its
solution can be summarised as follows.
Partition A = [A1 ; A2 ],
x = [xT1 ; xT2 ]T ,

A1 ∈ Rm×n1 , A2 ∈ Rm×n2 , n = n1 + n2
x1 ∈ Rn1 ×1 , x2 ∈ Rn2 ×1

(6)
(7)

Assume that A1 is known exactly (i.e., it contains all the constant columns of A), and that C = E(∆T ∆) ∈
R(n2 +1)×(n2 +1) is (up to a proportionality factor) the covariance matrix of the errors ∆ ∈ Rm×(n2 +1) in the
T
perturbed matrix [A2 ; b]. Let RC
RC (nonsingular) be the Cholesky decomposition of C. Then a GTLS solution
of problem (1) is any solution of
Âx = A1 x1 + Â2 x2 = b̂
(8)
where Â = [A1 ; Â2 ] and b̂ are determined so that
−1
−1
k [∆Â2 ; ∆b̂]RC
kF =k [A2 − Â2 ; b − b̂]RC
kF

(9)

is minimal, and Range(b̂) ⊆ Range(Â).
To compute a solution, we consider the algorithm given in [vHV89], which is designed to maintain consistency
under the assumptions stated at the beginning of this section. The algorithm hinges on the generalized singular
value decomposition [GvL96, vHV89] and covers the case of singular covariance matrix. An advantage is that a
consistent estimate is computed without explicit data transformations (see [vHV89] for details). Notice however
that, in our experiments, we do apply Hartley’s data transformation [Har97] to achieve better LS estimates.
Our implementation of van Huffel’s GTLS algorithm adopts Gallo’s solving formula [Gal82], given in Equation
(12), which, as shown in [vHV89], is equivalent to van Huffel’s but under slightly different conditions. The reason
is best explained after the following, brief description of algorithm.
• Consider Equations (6) and (7). A1 has full column rank n1 and is known exactly.
• Let the covariance matrix E(∆∗T ∆∗ ) of the errors ∆∗ in [A, b] = [A1 , A2 , b] be given by C ∗ :

 ∗
Ca c∗ab
∗
C =
,
c∗b
c∗T
ab

(10)

1×n
C ∗ ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) , Ca∗ ∈ Rn×n , c∗ab ∈ Rn×1 , c∗T
and c∗b ∈ R1×1
ab ∈ R
∗
∗T ∗
• Let RC
be any square root of C ∗ , defined by C ∗ = RC
RC and partitioned as follows:
 ∗

RCa r∗Cab
∗
RC =
,
∗
r∗Cba rC
b

(11)

∗
∗
∗
∈ Rn×n , r∗Cab ∈ Rn×1 , r∗Cba ∈ R1×n and rC
∈ R1×1
RC
∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) , RC
a
b

• The solution x̂g is given by

x̂g = (AT A − φ2g Ca∗ )−1 (AT b − φ2g c∗ab ).

(12)

The reason for choosing Gallo’s formula is that our reference problem generates a numerical system meeting
∗
∗
the uniqueness condition of Gallo’s solution, i.e., φ′g = min(gsvd[A, RC
]) > φg = min(gsvd[A, b], RC
), but not
a
necessarily van Huffel’s.
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Figure 2: (a) and (b), synthetically generated images of 121 point correspondences from a known homography matrix
(xtrue).
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Reference problem: Estimation of 2-D homography

An homography is a non-singular linear transformation of the projective plane onto itself. Given two sets of
corresponding image points in projective co-ordinates, p, p′ ∈ P2 , we want to estimate the homography mapping
each p to the corresponding p [HZ02]. The homography sought is a non-singular 3 × 3 matrix H such that

′ 
u
h11
′
γ  v  =  h21
h31
1


h12
h22
h32



u
h13
h23   v 
1
h33

(13)

As known, H is defined up to a scale factor, hence the problem has 8 degrees of freedom. Each point provides
two equations, so a minimum of 4 point correspondences are necessary to fully constrain H. In our experiments,
we take 121 point correspondences to over-constrain the system, and fix the unknown scale factor by assuming
h33 = 1. The point correspondences, p and p′ , are obtained from two synthetically generated images, Figures 2(a)
and (b) respectively, with a known homography matrix.
The equation contributed by each corresponding pair can be re-arranged to obtain
′

u (h31 u + h32 v + h33 ) = h11 u + h12 v + h13
′
v (h31 u + h32 v + h33 ) = h21 u + h22 v + h23 .

(14)

A set of n such equation pairs, contributed by n point correspondences, form an overdetermined linear system
Ax = b. To make the system as consistent as possible with the structure assumed by the GTLS algorithm, we
move the constant columns of A (formed by 0 and 1) to the left:


h13
 h   ′ 
′
′

u1
1 0 u1 v1 0
0 −u1 u1 −u1 v1 
 23 
′
′
 h11   ′ 

 0 1 0
−v
v
0
u
v
−u
v


1
1
1
1
1 
1
 v1 

h12 



 ..
..
..


(15)
=  ... 

 .
.
.
  h21 
 ′ 


′
′



 1 0 un vn 0
un
0 −un un −un vn  h22 


′
′
′
vn
0 1 0
0 un vn −un vn −vn vn  h31 
h32
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Figure 3: Ratios of estimation errors (ELG , ELT , ET G ) with Gaussian distributed noise added to matrix entries. X axis
(right) is correlation ρ, Y axis (left) is standard deviation of noise (Normal distributed) σ.
The first two columns of A are now constant (and the elements of x have been re-arranged accordingly). Notice
however that, contrary to GTLS structural assumptions, constant entries are not just confined to the leftmost
columns. To improve the conditioning of the problem and the properties of the LS and TLS solutions, we apply
Hartley’s data normalisation [Har95]. The final estimate is obtained by inverse-transforming the result of the
normalised problem.
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Experimental results

This section describes our experiments with a linear system arising from a realistic CV situation, homography
estimation. We observe the errors of LS, TLS and GTLS estimators with varying levels of noise intensity and correlation. Structural and statistical assumptions of the theoretical algorithms are violated, sometimes deliberately
(e.g., using uniform noise instead of Gaussian noise), sometimes by necessity (e.g., the system structure is a consequence of the geometry of the problem). We intend to compare the quantitative consequences of such violations,
and ultimately to formulate empirical guidelines for choosing LS, TLS or GTLS in practical CV problems. We
consider separately additive noise on image co-ordinates and on matrix entries, this being the only one considered
in theoretical results. Throughout, the error metric adopted is ratios of estimation errors avoiding arbitrary scaling
altogether:
ELG =

kx̂ℓ − xtrue kF
kx̂t − xtrue kF
kx̂ℓ − xtrue kF
, ELT =
, ET G =
.
kx̂g − xtrue kF
kx̂t − xtrue kF
kx̂g − xtrue kF
7

(16)

5.1

Additive noise on system matrix entries

This experiment observes the system error in the presence of normally distributed noise on entries of A and b. For
completeness and reproducibility, we give the pseudo-code for this particular experiment.
Algorithm
Start
function ArrangeModel{corresponding points in two images}
Compute Transformed-Coordinates
Form System-Matrices ([A], [x], [b])
Re-arrange the columns of the System-Matrices
return System-Matrices
Backup the System-Matrices
function AutoGenerate{[A], [b]}
Compute the standard deviation extremes (stdstart, stdstep, stdend)
return stdstart, stdstep, stdend
Specify correlation coefficient extremes (corrstart, corrstep, corrend)
Specify iterations (iterate)
for(corrcoef=corrstart:corrstep:corrend)
for(stddev=stdstart:stdstep:stdend)
for iter=1:iterate
function GenerateCorrelatedNoise{mean, stddev, corrcoef}
while(stddev of [noise_to_A] and [noise_to_b] and their
correlation coefficient not within specified tolerance)
re-generate correlated noise ([noise_to_A], [noise_to_b])
return [noise_to_A], [noise_to_b]
[A_noise]=[A]+[noise_to_A]
[b_noise]=[b]+[noise_to_b]
function LeastSquares([A_noise],[b_noise])
Compute estimate [x_ls]
return [x_ls]
error_ls=norm([x_ls]-[x_true])
function TotalLeastSquares([A_noise],[b_noise])
Compute estimate [x_tls]
return [x_tls]
error_tls=norm([x_tls]-[x_true])
function GeneralizedTotalLeastSquares([A_noise],[b_noise])
Compute estimate [x_gtls]
return [x_gtls]
error_gtls=norm([x_gtls]-[x_true])
end (* iter for *)
Avg_error_ls=average(error_ls)
Avg_error_tls=average(error_tls)
Avg_error_gtls=average(error_gtls)
Ratio_LG = Avg_error_ls/Avg_error_gtls
Ratio_LT = Avg_error_ls/Avg_error_tls
Ratio_TG = Avg_error_tls/Avg_error_gtls
end (* stddev for *)
end (* corrcoef for *)
Stop

The co-ordinates of 121 point correspondences were normalised and the standard matrices A and b were then formed
(function ArrangeModel) as described in Section 4. All estimates obtained in the tests were compared against
the known homography (x true). We added noise with a particular distribution (normal, uniform), correlation
and standard deviation to the entries of A and b. The level of the noise was decided from entries of the noise-free A
and b (function AutoGenerate). As the numerical generation of correlated, random noise did not guarantee that
every realisation of the noise met the specified requirements, each random-noise matrix generated was accepted
only if its standard deviation and correlation, estimated numerically, were within strict tolerances of the expected
values (function GenerateCorrelatedNoise). The tolerance limits were ±10% of the expected value for standard
deviation and ±10% of the expected value for correlation. These tolerance limits were set empirically on the basis
of computational time and of the effect on errors.
Figures 3 (a), (b) and (c) show the ratios of estimation error (ELG , ELT , ET G ) as described in Equation (16) against
correlation coefficient, ρ, and the standard deviation of the additive Gaussian noise, σ. Each value plotted was
obtained by averaging 50 iterations, which seemed sufficient because the synthetic noise realisations were accepted
only if satisfying the required theoretical constraints described earlier. In this set σ varied between 5% (0.05) and
30% (0.3), in steps of 5%, of the standard deviation of the entries of the noise-free (reference) version of A and b
(in our case, ∼ 1.0). The correlation coefficient varied between 0.1 and 0.3 in steps of 0.1.
Similarly, errors are also obtained in the presence of uniform distributed noise on the matrix entries. Results are
shown in Figures 4, (a), (b) and (c).
For easy visual comparison Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the plot for normal and uniform distributed noise respectively.
The standard deviation of noise in the two plots is fixed to 30% of the standard deviation of the entries of the
noise-free (reference) version of A and b. The ratios of errors are then plotted against increasing correlation (0.1
to 0.6).
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Figure 4: Ratios of estimation errors (ELG , ELT , ET G ) with uniform distributed noise added to matrix entries. X axis
(right) is correlation ρ, Y axis (left) is standard deviation of noise (Uniform distributed) σ.

Since our error metric is the ratio of estimation errors (see Equation 16) it is difficult to visualize the magnitude
of errors we are dealing with. Hence, Figure 6 shows a typical plot of magnitude of errors in GTLS estimates for
Gaussian and uniform distributed noise. Again, the standard deviation of noise was fixed to 30% of the standard
deviation of the entries of the noise-free (reference) version of A and b.
The results show that, for small amounts of noise, the three estimators give very similar results. Errors under
uniform distributed noise of some fixed σ are in general greater than errors under normal distributed noise with
same σ. On average the error in GTLS estimates is lower than LS and TLS estimates irrespective of noise levels,
distribution, correlation. On a more quantitative note, from Figure 3, errors in LS and TLS estimates are on
average 1.78 and 1.42 times higher than errors in GTLS estimates respectively for Gaussian noise. For uniform
noise these are 1.77 and 1.27 respectively.

5.2

Additive noise on image co-ordinates

This experiment considers errors when noise is added to the normalised co-ordinates. The pseudo-code for this
experiment is given next.
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Uniform and Gaussian noise to system matrix with σ = 0.3
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Figure 6: Estimation errors, kx̂g − xtrue kF , for GTLS estimator with Gaussian and uniform distributed noise added to
matrix entries shown for visualization of magnitudes. X axis is correlation ρ, Y axis is estimation error. The σ of noise is
fixed at 0.3 (30%).
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Algorithm
Start
Compute Transformed-Coordinates
function AutoGenerate{[u], [u’]}
Compute the standard deviation extremes (stdstart, stdstep, stdend)
return stdstart, stdstep, stdend
Specify correlation coefficient extremes (corrstart, corrstep, corrend)
Specify iterations (iterate)
for(corrcoef=corrstart:corrstep:corrend)
for(stddev=stdstart:stdstep:stdend)
for iter=1:iterate
function GenerateCorrelatedCoodNoise{mean, stddev, corrcoef}
while(stddev of [noise_to_u] and [noise_to_u’] and their
correlation coefficient not within specified tolerance)
re-generate correlated noise ([noise_to_u], [noise_to_u’])
return [noise_to_u], [noise_to_u’]
[u_noise]=[u]+[noise_to_u]
[u’_noise]=[u’]+[noise_to_u’]
function ArrangeModel{corresponding points in two images}
Form System-Matrices ([A], [x], [b])
Re-arrange the columns of the System-Matrices
return System-Matrices
function LeastSquares([A],[b])
Compute estimate [x_ls]
return [x_ls]
error_ls=norm([x_ls]-[x_true])
function TotalLeastSquares([A],[b])
Compute estimate [x_tls]
return [x_tls]
error_tls=norm([x_tls]-[x_true])
function GeneralizedTotalLeastSquares([A],[b])
Compute estimate [x_gtls]
return [x_gtls]
error_gtls=norm([x_gtls]-[x_true])
end (* iter for *)
Avg_error_ls=average(error_ls)
Avg_error_tls=average(error_tls)
Avg_error_gtls=average(error_gtls)
Ratio_LG = Avg_error_ls/Avg_error_gtls
Ratio_LT = Avg_error_ls/Avg_error_tls
Ratio_TG = Avg_error_tls/Avg_error_gtls
end (* stddev for *)
end (* corrcoef for *)
Stop

The rest of the estimation procedure was similar to the one described in Subsection 5.1, but the noise was added to
the normalized co-ordinates (function GenerateCorrelatedCoodNoise), not to A and b. The statistics of noise
was similar to that defined for experiments in Subsection 5.1, as the mean and standard deviation of the entries of
A and b are close to those of the normalised co-ordinates.
In this case we cannot control the amount of correlation on the system matrix nor vary it systematically because
of the reason described in Section 2. In addition, the covariance matrix of the noise in the system matrix is not
known exactly, as was the former case when noise was added to the system matrix. The GTLS solution, hence,
should be computed by an iterative procedure generating a new covariance matrix every time until the solution
converges. We do not consider this case here as the covariance matrix generated during each iteration cannot be
related to the noise on actual co-ordinates. Hence, we present only the results for LS and TLS in Figure 7 (a) and
(b) respectively. The plots show that the relative errors are smaller than those obtained by adding the same level
of noise to the noise-free (reference) system matrix. This is in line with the plot shown in Figure 1, where it can be
clearly seen that the samples of products of two standardized Gaussian deviates, N (0, 1), which is approximately
our case, concentrate near the null mean. This effectively means the actual level of noise on the system matrix
will be smaller.

5.3

Consistency test of noise covariance matrix for GTLS

This observation is specifically concerned with the GTLS estimator. As described in Subsection 3.3, the GTLS
estimator assumes that the covariance matrix, C ∗ , of the noise added to the system matrix satisfies certain
conditions. We wanted to observe how much the elements of the C ∗ deviate during each iteration at particular
level of noise and correlation. This observations help us understand whether the estimation becomes inconsistent
during several passes at the same level of noise and correlation.
Figures 8 (a) and (b) show plots of standard deviation of two typical elements of C ∗ . These plots are representatives
for those of the other entries as well. Each value was obtained over 50 iterations (50 samples to estimate the
standard deviation). For clarity, we show in Table 1 some of the numerical values from Figure 8 (a). The results
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Figure 8: Standard deviation of two elements of the noise covariance matrix (C ∗ ) taken over 50 iterations. X axis (right)
is correlation ρ, Y axis (left) is standard deviation of noise (Gaussian distributed) σ.

σ

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.30

0.1
0.00014
0.00063
0.00259
0.00578

ρ
0.2
0.00015
0.00061
0.00229
0.00555

0.3
0.00014
0.00055
0.00236
0.00469

Table 1: Standard deviation values of a typical element of the covariance matrix (C ∗ ). Each value is obtained by
observing 50 samples at a particular level of noise (σ) and correlation (ρ).
show that the standard deviation of the elements of C ∗ observed over range of iterations (50 here) is far below 2%
of the theoretical standard deviation of the noise that was used to obtain the covariance matrix. This shows that
C ∗ does not change drastically in practice; hence, the estimation obtained is practically consistent.

6

Conclusions

This paper presented an experimental investigation into the behaviour of three least-squares estimators, LS, TLS,
and GTLS. Our work was prompted by the observation that common CV problems, in different ways, do not
meet in full the assumptions of any theoretical algorithm, based upon closed form solutions of linear equations.
Though clearly, in many cases, exact likelihood formulations could be constructed for an iterative solution. We
could legitimately ask if a non-conformity to theory is a problem we should be worried about. Our view is that
algorithms which make invalid statistical assumptions are likely to generate biased estimates, where the bias varies
according to the distribution of data. The problem therefore is one of algorithm characterisation, an algorithm
which produces data dependant bias is not charaterisable in any simple way. This issue may be recognised as one
of the key criticisms leveled against algorithms in this literature over the last few decades. That is; algorithms
have performance which cannot be predicted on datasets which are different to those in the original publications,
thus limiting the scientific value of work. It is therefore important to design algorithms so that they are expected
to be valid for the statistical characteristics of the data under analysis. In this case it therefore becomes necessary
to compare errors in a variety of conditions, with the purpose of establishing practical guidelines for choosing an
estimator, especially as the complexity of GTLS is much greater than that of TLS or LS. The results allow us to
answer the two questions posed in Section 1.
What levels of noise correlation and intensity justify dropping LS in favour of the more costly GTLS? For small
levels of noise, the three estimators showed similar performance; on average, GTLS yielded the smallest errors.
The higher computational cost of GTLS seems justified only with intense and strongly correlated noise affecting
the system matrix, in which case the GTLS leads to significantly smaller errors than LS and TLS. This suggests
that, in practice, GTLS gives real benefits if the intensity and correlation levels are significant. The numerical
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values in our experiments can be used for guidance.
What is the difference between assuming that noise with given statistical properties is added to image co-ordinates
and assuming that it is added to the system matrix? Errors are smaller when adding noise to image co-ordinates
than when adding the noise with similar conditions to the system matrix. This is because the distribution of the
product of two standardized Gaussian deviates, which is approximately our case, is concentrated near the null
mean. Additive noise on the system matrix, at a parity of intensity, (equivalent variance) is the more taxing
situation in practice, leading to worse estimates.
Finally, we stress that our results were obtained in specific conditions, but these have been chosen to reflect system
structures and values representative for common CV problems. Hence, our conclusions provide reasonably general
guidelines, although not exact rules, to choose a LS estimator.
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